
Written Test 
 

1.  When you see a school bus stopped with its red lights flashing and its 

stop arm extended, you must_________, except if it is on the opposite 

side of a separated roadway. 

Change your driving lane and proceed with caution 

Stop your vehicle at least 20 feet from the bus 

Stop your vehicle at least 40 feet from the bus 

Slow down and proceed with caution 

 

 

2.  This pentagon-shaped sign indicates: 

A bus stop ahead 

A hospital ahead 

A school crossing 

A pedestrian crossing ahead 

 

 

3.  What does this sign mean? 

A T-intersection ahead; yield to cross-traffic 

A tourist information center ahead; stop if needed 

A side road ahead; watch for vehicles entering the 

roadway 

A four-way intersection ahead; prepare to yield 

 

 

4.  This diamond-shaped sign warns that: 

There is a gravel road with sharp curves ahead; drivers 

must proceed carefully 

There is a sharp curve near a hill; vehicles must go 

slow 

A slippery road is ahead; drivers must go slow 

A winding road is ahead; drivers should follow the 

directions 



 

 

5.  If a blind pedestrian is waiting at a crosswalk with a white cane or a 

guide dog, you must: 

Not use your horn or rev your engine 

Increase your speed and move quickly 

Reduce your speed and proceed slowly 

Use your horn to alert them of your presence 

 

 

6.  The speed limit under ideal driving conditions on urban or town 

roads is _____, unless traffic signs indicate otherwise. 

Fifty miles per hour 

Ten miles per hour 

Thirty miles per hour 

Fifty-five miles per hour 

 

 

7.  At the end of most entry ramps on a freeway, you will find 

_________ that allows you to increase your speed. 

A slow lane 

An acceleration lane 

An access ramp 

A deceleration lane 

 

 

8.  Never pass on a curve or hill where you cannot clearly see the road 

ahead for: 

At least 500 feet 

At least 700 feet 

At least 300 feet 

At least 100 feet 

 

 

9.  What does this sign mean? 



The roadway ahead is closed for repairs 

A new railroad is under construction 

A railroad crossing is ahead 

The railroad ahead is closed for repairs 

 

 

10.  When two vehicles reach an intersection at the same time, and there 

is no traffic light or signal, then the driver of: 

The vehicle on the left must yield to the vehicle on the right 

The vehicle who signals first has the right-of-way 

The heavy vehicle has the right-of-way 

The vehicle on the right must yield to the vehicle on the left 

 


